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Background
To what extent do pairwise correlations exist in sensory
systems? Neurons communicate independently, pairwise,
or as large populations through features including spike
rates and interspike intervals. Previous nonlinear decod-
ers of the acheta domestica cercal system estimated stimuli
using responses of single primary afferent neurons and
interneurons (Z. Aldworth, T. Ganje: private communica-
tion). Here, we develop new decoders based on multi-unit
data to quantify the interdependence of the interneuron
responses. Our first decoder estimates stimuli from a joint
probability distribution. Our second decoder assumes
interneurons can be decoded independently. Through the
correlation measure ΔI developed by Latham et al. [1], we
demonstrate that the joint decoder reveals more informa-
tion about the stimulus than the independent decoder.

Methods
We present repetitions of white noise sensory stimuli to
the preparation and record spike trains extracellulary.
After spike sorting, we quantize the times of spikes to cre-
ate short patterns based on interspike intervals. We
approximate marginal, conditional, and joint probabili-
ties of stimuli and responses to measure correlations
between pairs of neurons. For the independent interneu-
ron decoder, we calculate the individual stimulus-condi-
tioned response distribution. For the decoder which
assumes the interneurons are dependent, we calculate the
joint stimulus-conditioned response distribution. With
Bayes' theorem, we create an estimate of the joint

response and stimulus distributions for each of the two
decoders.

Conclusion
Substantial ΔI values indicate significant pairwise correla-
tions in cricket cercal interneurons. Our results imply that
decoders which incorporate correlation are needed to
understand the processing of sensory stimuli in the cricket
cercal sensory system.
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